INSTRUCTIONS
1. Slide open the Bullet Reservoir Cover and drop in up to fifty (50) 22LR
cartridges.
2. Close cover. Gently shake the Cliploader, keeping it level and the
reservoir cover on top.
3. Raise the reservoir end to slide the cartridges in to the Loading Channel.
4. Repeat #2 and #3 until the Loading Channel fills sufficiently.
5. With the end raised, as in step #3, fully insert the Pistol magazine into
the Cliploader.
6. If it does not fill completely, “pump” the mag in and out slightly to assist
the loading process. Some mags or ammo may only load 1 or 2 cartridges
each time you "pump" the mag. (This type of loading action will still save
your thumb and only takes a few seconds more.)
*TIPS:
• Bullets are not feeding--------Some 22LR cartridges are real sticky with wax lube. After filling the
reservoir, give them a shot of Remington Teflon Spray Lube, or similar
product. This helps the loading tremendously. Only a small amount is
needed.
Caution! The Cliploader is molded from Lexan, and some lubes will attack
it.
• Bullets not loading into the magazine at all------You may have a magazine of incorrect style or dimensions. Make sure the
tips of your mag will allow a bullet to drop in freely. Spread the tips if there
is no clearance.
• Bullets standing vertically in your magazine----Don't raise the reservoir end as steep when the mag is inserted and loaded.
• Failure to load the 10th round, or a loose cartridge falls when the mag is
removed------Mags are different lengths with different size internals. Adjust the screw
that pushes the button on your mag. Adjust the screw out if the 10th round
is not loaded.
• Here is another way of getting the loader set for with your magazine:
Hand load 10 shells into your magazine, insert the mag into the Cliploader,
the button should only have 1/16 of an inch of extra movement when you
push your magazine to full depth.
•

Periodically take a look at our website for updated tips

